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Welcome from the CEO
John McDonald – CEO, OPITO
While we have welcomed a
predominantly stable oil price during
the first half of 2018 and the positive
effect this is having on the return
on investment, OPITO, like most
companies, continues to operate
with a level of cautious optimism.
The industry has made commendable
strides in changes to culture and
mind-set over the past few years but
driving efficiency must never eclipse
safety. We were recently reminded of
this with the 30th anniversary of the
Piper Alpha disaster bringing offshore
safety into sharp focus, raising
discussion around what has been
achieved, but also where we need to
get to next and how we must continue
to work together to ensure the safety
of our workforce.
We have already introduced a number
of updates this year to our extensive
portfolio of common safety training
standards and I’m delighted that we
have so far approved six new training
providers across the globe to deliver
them effectively. I was also encouraged
to see the first competence management
system (CMS) approval in Central and
South America last month. Stork Technical
Services Trinidad & Tobago Ltd became
the fourth business this year to achieve
OPITO CMS approval, with accreditation
bringing benefits to employees,
companies and their safety performance.
We continue to focus on skills and training
requirements for the future, and following
the launch of our UKCS Workforce
Dynamics Review in May, the spotlight
on digitalisation and how this will impact
on skills and competency development
has been a hot topic of discussion. New
technology will undoubtedly have a
significant impact on our industry, we’re
seeing this already. With the potential for
10,000 new roles in areas such as data
science and remote operations, we must
ensure that the next generation and future
workforce is equipped with the skills
needed to drive the industry forward.
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Production gains being driven by Artificial
Intelligence (AI), robotics and big data will
open up new roles and training needs
across the energy sector as a whole. This
is why OPITO, alongside representatives
from renewables, nuclear and onshore oil
and gas, is leading a major skills mapping
initiative focusing on the wider skills mix
across energy industries. This activity,
alongside the UKCS skills strategy, which
is currently under development (page 03),
will help to shape learning and skills needs
to ensure that the industry now and in the
future is ready to compete for the best
candidates to fulfil emerging roles. It will also
identify up-skilling opportunities to safeguard
more posts and retain skilled talent within
the sector.
The Oil & Gas Technical Apprentice
Programme continues to rally support
from industry and I am delighted to see
a significant increase in intake numbers
this year as well as two new sponsoring
companies joining the scheme – a strong
and vital message of commitment and
investment to the future workforce.
Looking ahead, our annual safety and
competence conference, rebranded ‘OPITO
Global’, takes place in Kuala Lumpur in
November (page 06). I am very much
looking forward to hearing from our keynote
speakers on topics around the conference
theme – Skilled for Safety – as well as taking
part in the new workshop style Technical
Forum. I hope to see you there!

Future safety engineers
to receive Piper Alpha
scholarships
For the first time since the Piper
Alpha MSc Memorial Safety
Scholarships were launched
eight years ago, the University of
Aberdeen has made its funding
available to students across
the facility’s full range of MSc
programmes relating to safety
engineering.
The Piper Alpha bursaries were set
up by OPITO as a legacy to the 167
workers who tragically lost their
lives in 1988. Now in its eighth year,
postgraduate students at the University
of Aberdeen and Robert Gordon
University are eligible to apply. The
only stipulation is that their studies
address safety issues in the oil and
gas industry.
The University of Aberdeen, which
experienced an increase in applications
this year, will announce the names of
its two successful full-time students
this quarter as well as the topics they
plan to research for their dissertations.
Robert Gordon University will begin the
application and selection process for
its scholarship in the Autumn.

Counteracting the
gender imbalance
Young women in the energy sector
were encouraged to make their
voices heard during the annual
International Women in Engineering
Day in June. OPITO sponsored and
supported the #INWED18 campaign
which focuses on raising the profile
of women and the various technical
career opportunities available in this
innovative industry.

Director of RGU Oil and Gas Institute, professor Paul de Leeuw, and OPITO CEO, John McDonald

Industry urged to get behind
skills strategy
The findings of OPITO’s highly
anticipated UKCS Workforce Dynamics
Review have been widely welcomed
by the UK industry and have also
caught the attention of international
stakeholders keen to hear more about
the research.
The report, which was produced in
partnership with Robert Gordon University’s
Oil and Gas Institute, assesses the
changing skills requirements for the
energy sector over the next 20 years to
ensure that it is ready to take advantage
of emerging roles and diversification
opportunities.
Launched in May, the study found that if
the sector achieves ambitions around the
energy transition and oil and gas production
and exports, around 40,000 people will
need to be recruited into the sector over

“We received overwhelming
support for the findings in
the Workforce Dynamics
Review and the skills
strategy development will
now be the priority over
the coming months.”

the next 20 years and 10,000 of those
will be in roles that don’t currently exist.
The development of the skills strategy is
underway and once completed will support
the delivery of Vision 2035.
A targeted industry survey will be launched
to capture the sector’s demand for skills
and capability requirements of the future.
Industry workshops will also be held with
operators and the supply chain to tap
into a diverse breadth of knowledge and
expertise, including industry specialists,
young professionals and apprentices.
CEO, John McDonald, said: “We received
overwhelming support for the findings in
the Workforce Dynamics Review and the
skills strategy development will now be
the priority over the coming months.

The social media campaign reached
over 2.5 million people and the
dedicated INWED website attracted
approximately 40,000 unique visitors
from 163 countries.
Click on the image below to see a
tweet which includes a film clip of
director, Dr Christine Currie, which
reached over 8,000 people on social
media.

“We want to be able to take swift and
appropriate action to safeguard roles,
up-skill the existing workforce and prepare
the sector for emerging digital and data
roles. We are extremely pleased that
RGU’s Oil & Gas Institute will support this
vital initiative to benefit the sector and are
urging the industry to get involved.”
Download the UKCS Workforce Dynamics
Review in full here.
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OPITO welcomes director
to support global skills
development
Mark Cullens has recently joined OPITO in the new role of Director of Strategic
Development. Mark has enjoyed a 20 year career in training and learning
environments. He most recently spent five years with Petrofac in the Middle
East, latterly as Director of Business Development Eastern Hemisphere. Mark
will be based in Aberdeen, with a global remit, supporting skills and workforce
development in the Middle East, Europe, Americas and Asia Pacific.
What attracted you to the role at
OPITO?
I have always thought highly of OPITO,
but hadn’t seen a route to working for the
organisation until now. The opportunity to
join the team in Aberdeen while using my
international experience at a time when
both OPITO and the industry are evolving
was compelling. I’m looking forward to
working with the OPITO team and the
board to extend our international reach and
maximise opportunities around technical
workforce development.
Career highlights so far?
The most rewarding aspect has been
working with transformational training
programmes with adult learners where
the learning experience changes their
prospects. It reinforces to me the power
of skills and learning and that each person
has their own story. Many have kept intouch through Facebook.

A decade of energising
young lives
OPITO’s Energise Your Future is
celebrating its 10th year and has
attracted thousands of young people
wanting to find out more about the
oil and gas sector.
The event at Subsea Expo in Aberdeen
saw more than 100 secondary school
pupils aged 13 to 17-years old controlling
a subsea power turbine and experiencing
first-hand what it is like to work offshore
using virtual reality technology.
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What next for the global skills
agenda?
There’s a huge shift in delivery
methodology with the use of digital
technologies in skills acquisition. We are
just seeing the start of how technology
is changing the face of learning and
skills. The challenge for standards will be
balancing the need for standardisation
against the desire for local adaption as
countries develop their own regulatory
bodies and frameworks. There’s no
doubt that consistency and striving to
go the extra mile beyond simply meeting
a standard should be priorities for the
industry.
Where should the industry focus
attention to improve competencies?
The quality of the learning experience at
the entry/apprentice level is fundamental
to competency during the rest of the
career. Globally, this is more important

than ever when you consider the vast
experience lost from the workforce during
the downturn. OPITO has done some
fantastic work in the UK that can be
replicated elsewhere.
Proudest moment/s?
Watching my boys in their first school plays
(lump in throat), visiting Graceland (never
thought I would do it), getting a Distinction
in my MSC (same as above).
What do you do for relaxation/
entertainment?
I’m a secret Elvis fan – Uhhh UHHH
(don’t tell anyone!).

Mapping out skills for the future energy mix
A significant skills mapping initiative is
underway to help ensure that as more
companies diversify their business
portfolios, the workforce has the ability
to operate across the energy mix.
The project aims to identify core
competencies across similar operating
roles in offshore and onshore oil and
gas, renewables and nuclear with the
objective of helping to develop plans for
upskilling existing personnel and pinpointing
specifications for new candidates.
The research will identify training gaps
to ensure workers can be up-skilled or
retrained to allow more flexibility across
operations within energy industries.
Director, Ewen Hay, said: “The benefits of
the skills mapping exercise is to create
a more fluid workforce which can better

support employers as they introduce low
carbon strategies.
“The transference of skills between industries
will increase internal resources without

diluting specialisms to provide greater
efficiencies. It will also give employees a
clearer career pathway for progression
and career change within energy, helping
to sustain the future of the sector.”

Encouraging STEM in schools
During the first half of 2018, OPITO supported events run by the Edinburgh
International Science Festival which attracted audiences across the nation.
Young people, teachers and families
from across Scotland attended Careers
Hive to take part in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)
related workshops and activities.
Unexpected severe weather conditions
saw the event cut short. However,
more than 1,100 school pupils from 18
schools managed to make their way to
the event, and the family day attracted
around 1,500 visitors.

OPITO also supported the Generation
Science programme which consists
of various STEM related workshops at
schools across Scotland. The 2017/18
programme engaged with over 56,000
primary school pupils at 581 schools.
OPITO focused support on workshops
which enabled Generation Science
to reach some of Scotland’s most
disadvantaged and rural schools.

95%

65%

100%

97%

99%

99%

of parents agreed
there were
opportunities for them
and their children
to ask questions
to those working in
STEM industries

of parents agreed that
their children’s interest
in STEM subjects has
increased as a result
of their visit

of teachers agreed
that the programme’s
content was in line
with the curriculum
for excellence

of teachers agreed
that GS increased
their students’
awareness of science
in everyday life

of teachers agreed
that GS increased
their students
understanding of the
topic and 95% would
recommend GS to a
colleague

of teachers agreed
that GS increased
their students’
enthusiasm for
science
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Global champions
of safety to be
recognised at
annual awards
Champions of safety training
and skills development will
be recognised at this year’s
OPITO Global Awards during the
organisation’s annual conference
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Nominations are being welcomed
across four categories in line with
the 2018 conference theme, ‘Skilled
for Safety’.

“Miracle on the Hudson”
First Officer to share safety insights
First Officer Jeff Skiles, who helped
safely land a stricken passenger
flight on New York’s Hudson River
with 155 people on board, has been
announced as a keynote speaker at
this year’s OPITO Global – the Safety
& Competence Conference.
Skiles will outline how mandatory safety
training and teamwork saved lives that
fateful day. He will be joined at the event
by Jack Becker, a former elite fighter pilot
and landing signal officer with over 21,000
mishap free carrier landings. Becker,
who draws on his unique experience to
successfully train Top 100 Companies
globally including GE Power, will reveal how
his company successfully improves safety
performances through its ‘Brief, Perform,
Debrief, Perfect’ approach.
The revamped annual event is being held at
the InterContinental hotel in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, from 7th November.
In 2009, US Airways co-pilot Skiles, and
Captain Chesley ‘Sully’ Sullenberger,
reacted instantaneously when their Airbus
A320 flew through a flock of geese shortly
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after take-off causing a complete loss of
power at only 3,200 ft. Their actions during
the unpowered ditching averted what could
have been a tragic disaster.
Skiles said: “In line with this year’s theme,
‘Skilled for Safety’, I believe that my
experience has significant parallels to
operating safely in the energy sector where
people often must instantly coalesce as
teams to combat catastrophic failure.”
The conference is expected to attract more
than 400 delegates along with around 20
exhibitors. Free to attend and open for
registration, the conference is expected
to attract more than 400 delegates with
around 20 exhibitors.
An additional technical forum has been
arranged for 8th November as an optional
subsequent day session. It is expected
that around 150 delegates from OPITO
approved training companies and industry
practitioners will attend to delve deeper
into the details of delivering high-quality
standards.
Information about sponsorship opportunities
can be found here.

The accolades will honour individuals
and companies committed to ensuring
their workforce remains safe and
competent to the globally recognised
OPITO standards:
•
•
•

Individual – Leadership Award
Individual – Emerging Leader
Company Champion – Skilled for
Safety
• Company Champion – Digital
Entries are welcomed, and information
regarding the entry criteria can be
found here.
The deadline for submitting entries
is Friday, 7th September 2018.

“In line with this year’s theme,
‘Skilled for Safety’, I believe that
my experience has significant
parallels to operating safely
in the energy sector where
people often must instantly
coalesce as teams to combat
catastrophic failure.”

New online
OGTAP
aptitude test
The recruitment process saw
significant changes implemented
this year in support of OPITO’s
ongoing digital strategy. For the
first time, applicants who passed
the initial online application stage
were invited to undergo the
aptitude test online rather than fill
in a paper examination.

OGTAP apprenticeship places
up almost 25% on last year
The number of young people
starting on the Oil and Gas Technical
Apprentice Programme (OGTAP) this
September has increased by almost a
quarter compared to last year’s intake.
Two newly participating companies –
EnQuest and Serica Energy – have also
been confirmed and take the total number
of organisations who sponsor OGTAP
trainees up to 19.
One of the UK’s most successful
apprenticeship programmes, OGTAP
has seen more than 1,500 young people
entering the industry since it began
in 1999. This year will see over 70
apprentices joining the scheme as part of
the OPITO Training Management Limited
(OTML) contribution.
Throughout 2018, OPITO has been
working closely alongside the OGTAP

steering group to promote diversity. Two
free-to-attend ‘Girls in OGTAP’ evening
events were held in Aberdeen to encourage
more young women into the oil and gas
industry and dispel the myths which may
be holding them back. Attendees heard
from current female OGTAP apprentices
as well as industry professionals. Following
this campaign, there was a 150% increase
in the number of female applicants during
the 2018 recruitment drive.

The more familiar digital process
allowed the potential candidates to
carry out the test without travelling
to a test centre and within their own
time. Measures and verification
tests were put in place to ensure
the security of the assessment.
The updated testing process can
also be utilised as part of future
apprenticeship frameworks.

Increase in
Schlumberger
maintenance
apprenticeships

A candidate travelled to the event from
Teeside in the north east of England,
applied for the scheme and was one of
the females successful in being awarded a
place to start this September.

OPITO is pleased to announce
a 30% increase in the number
of maintenance technician
apprentices joining the
Schlumberger scheme this year.

Work is underway for further femalefocused events and the production of
a promotional video campaign aimed
at school pupils as part of the 2019
recruitment drive.

The oilfield services company has
been running the programme since
2012 and has supported over 60
trainees during this period.
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New benchmark for
checking helideck
team competency
The capabilities and skills of
operational helideck crews can
now be regularly assessed to
OPITO standards for the first time.
Four helideck workplace competence
standards have been developed
following calls from the industry for
further measures to evaluate the skills
and capabilities of the sector’s helideck
crews.
Driven by Oil & Gas UK’s Aviation Safety
Group, the new framework provides a
globally-recognised quality assurance
which will bring benefits to personnel,
employers and the wider industry.
It will also see workers’ successful
certification logged in the sector’s
Vantage Central Register database
which will deliver further time and cost
savings. The central register system is
utilised throughout the UK Continental
Shelf for tracking personnel.
The roles which can be appraised to
meet the new workplace competence
assessment criteria are helideck
assistant, helideck emergency response
team leader, helideck emergency team
member and helideck landing officer.
They are also aligned to the changes
made to OPITO’s helideck training and
competence framework in January.

Stork’s Caribbean team achieves
global competence credential
Stork Technical Services Trinidad
and Tobago Ltd, has become the first
business in Central and South America
to achieve OPITO approval for the way
it monitors and develops the skills
and competence of its maintenance
workers in the region.
Recognised as the global industry
benchmark, the competency management
system (CMS) accreditation confirms that
Stork’s personnel across nine different
roles within the business met the criteria
following a period of stringent audits. These
safety-critical posts include scaffolding,
sandblasting, painting and tradesmen
positions.
Stork is the fourth business this year to see
its CMS successfully rubber-stamped by
the skills body. Awilco Drilling and Centrica
Storage Ltd both met OPITO’s criteria
for their systems in the UK, and MAN
Energy Solutions Schweiz AG received the
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accreditation for its CMS for roles across
its European office.
Director at OPITO, James Hamilton,
said: “It’s reassuring to see a continued
number of businesses around the world
successfully achieving our approval for
their competency management systems.
The accreditation brings real and lasting
benefits to employees, companies and
their safety performances. It offers a high
level of assurance and quality to clients
and properly maps out attainable career
paths for personnel.”

“It’s reassuring to see a
continued number of
businesses around the world
successfully achieving our
approval for their competency
management systems.”

CA-EBS training introduced in shallow
water exercises
Training for Compressed Air
Emergency Breathing System (CAEBS) has been introduced into
the shallow water exercises for
BOSIET, FOET, and HUET following
modifications to the CA-EBS standard.
Since June 2014, personnel going offshore
have undertaken land-based training
using the CA-EBS system. The HSE
approved the amendment at the end of
March this year, which allows delegates
to experience deploying and breathing
from the equipment underwater up to
the recommended 0.7m depth. As the
helicopter escape element could exceed
this immersion limit, the inversion training
during HUET remains the same.
The modification to the CA-EBS training
was achieved after months of extensive

Q1 & Q2

Approvals
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collaboration with industry stakeholders,
including senior diving medical experts.
The OPITO Industry Work Group

new
training
centres

New Approvals (by region)
Basic
4 x Americas
emergency
3 x Asia Pacific
! response
standards
6 x Middle East, Africa
Industry
training and
competence
standards

1 x Asia Pacific
3 x Middle East, Africa
1 x UK

concluded that the risks associated with
the training had been fully investigated
and were satisfied with the outcome.

1 x Americas
3 x Asia Pacific
2 x Middle East, Africa
Specialist
emergency
response roles
standards
Induction
to O&G
industry
standards

4 x Asia Pacific
9 x Middle East, Africa
5 x UK
1 x Asia Pacific

4 x Americas 9 x Asia Pacific 18 x Middle East, Africa 6 x UK

37
approvals

in total
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Strengthening career prospects

OPITO’s annual Industry Awareness
event in Aberdeen gave senior
school pupils from across the
North-east of Scotland access to a
range of industry organisations and
professionals.
Aker Solutions, BP, EnerMech, EnQuest,
Falck, The Oil & Gas Technology Centre
and Nexen hosted the pupils as they
took part in workshops, office tours and
interactive activities.

In November, OPITO will also be
supporting the annual Skills for Energy
event, organised by EEEGR in partnership
with industry. It brings together students
and education providers in the East of
England to engage directly with a variety
of employers, providing the opportunity to
explore the training and careers available
within the sector.

“It was a real eye opener
to hear how many
supporting roles there are
to get a diver onto the
seabed and back safely.”

Meanwhile, in Norwich, OPITO partnered
with Beacon East and led a full day event
at the University Technical College to
introduce local engineering students to
what the energy sector has to offer.
In the post-event feedback forms, one
student said: “I didn’t realise the energy
sector included so many different jobs.”
And another commented: “It was a real
eye opener to hear how many supporting
roles there are to get a diver onto the
seabed and back safely.”

Join us at OPITO Global, 7th November 2018 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
• Keynote speaker ‘Miracle on the Hudson’ co-pilot Jeff Skiles
• OPITO Awards now open
Free to attend, please visit www.opito.com to register and for more information
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Setting the standards in the Americas
Workforce safety remains the top
priority for oil and gas companies
around the world. The sector has
improved and developed its processes
from the lessons learned following
incidents such as Piper Alpha in the
North Sea 30 years ago, to more
recent events such as the Deepwater
Horizon disaster in the Americas eight
years ago.
OPITO works in partnership with the sector
to ensure the workforce safety training
agenda is relevant and fit for purpose.
Its standards have been adopted in 45
countries around the world, and there
are currently over 200 OPITO-approved
centres training more than 250,000 people
every year.
Six of these countries are in the Americas,
where there are 22 training facilities with
OPITO accreditation, gained through an
independent, robust and rigorous audit
process for oil and gas safety training.

Falck training centre in Newfoundland achieves OPITO approval
Falck Safety Services Canada (NL) has
become the first company in Canada
outside of Nova Scotia to achieve
OPITO approval to train personnel
to attain their Basic Offshore Safety
Induction and Emergency Training
with CA-EBS (BOSIET with CA-EBS)
certificate. The centre is also approved
to deliver Escape Chute Training.
The firm recognised a shift in the
marketplace as more workers in the region
began looking beyond Canada to find work
as a result of the recent downturn in oil
barrel price.

It’s ALL GO for ALL STOP! in Houston
A new purpose-built training facility
which plans to train people to achieve
OPITO certification has opened its
doors in Texas. ALL-STOP! has joined
the growing number of companies

with the capability to instruct and
certify delegates to the worldleading OPITO safety standards for
both onshore and offshore activities
in the region.

The company is a full-service survival and
safety training facility based in Houston
and has been approved to train personnel
in BOSIET/T-BOSIET (Tropical BOSIET)
courses from the OPITO standards library.
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HELPING TO DEVELOP A SAFE AND SKILLED
WORKFORCE ACROSS THE ENERGY INDUSTRY
OPITO’s Petroleum Open Learning series
provides flexible, self-learning courses which
enhance and improve technical knowledge.

•
•
•
•

Oil and Gas Electrical Engineering Systems
Petroleum Processing Technology
Subsea Technology
Oil and Gas Well Technology

Digital and hard-copy options available, for more
information please visit www.opito.com

